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NORTH LINE is a technical and business powerful corporation borne by a group of Spanish engineers and 
entrepreneurs with a huge accumulated experience in the fields of: water engineering, turn key projects and 
business, powered by an entrepreneur spirit, export oriented mind and the highest sensibility about social 
commitment, looking for improving environment and quality life conditions.

In NORTH LINE, we develop the newest technology, joining technical capabilities, to provide the best solutions for 
the most complex problems in the field of water desalination, sea water or brackish. Our goal is to assure treated 
water supply all over the world.

To achieve this challenge, we bet in REVERSE OSMOSIS technology, in which we are specialists.

REVERSE OSMOSIS technology consists in filtering saline 
water through a semipermeable membrane, pore sized 
below 0’002 microns, by supplying energy.

Nowadays, R.O. is the most efficient technology 
for sea water desalination due to the 
development of advanced technologies in 
energy recovery devices. So that energy 
consumption is the lowest among all existing 
technologies.

DESALINATION PLANTS
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Our technical staff accumulates the highest experience in 
all the specific technic matters works involved in a 
desalination project, including: marine works, 
pretreatment, R.O. process, post treatment, permeate 
storage and supply, electricity design, control operating 
design, architectural…

We are used to work with the newest cad design skills as it 
is: AUTOCAD PLANT 3D©, able to develop isometric views, 
P&I process diagrams, bill of quantities; and able to link 
each element with its specs.

We support plant operation in presence or in a 
remote way.

In presence mode, we can provide technicians to 
proceed start up or assess and solve any kind of 
operating problem.

We can also operate plants in a remote way assessing 
and acting if any instrument alarm occurs, modifying 
to optimice the process scheme or re starting the 
plant if necessary.

We in NORTHLINE have a commitment with environment and its preservation. Due it, 
our staff team, includes the qualifiest technicians in environment impact assessment, 
particularly regarding the ecosystem that suffers the most harmfulness impacts: the 
sea and its shoreline.

We have already developed several assessments in the Mediterranean sea, and also in 
the Persian Gulf, including brine dilution using, among others, CORMIX USEPA© software.

Our capability, joining process technicians with environmental and coastal specialists, 
make us able to take in account environment and natural ecosystem, from the earliest 
steps of a plant project.

We use the newest software skills in hydraulic modeling, as it is: 
advanced 3D modeling; working with FLOW-3D© software in open 
channel simulation: open filters, dissolve air flotation, brine 
discharge channel… 

Regarding low and high pressure circuits, permanent and transient flow, we are used 
to work with FLOWFLUID© software, able to optimize pipelines and all kind of 
hydraulic elements.

We are able to contribute with technical support and direction of works, providing our technicians, 
specialists in design and project management, capable to solve all kind of problems regarding: electrical, 
mechanical or civil works, health and safety assistance, environmental monitoring, geometric and 
topographic, quality control…

Our staff works as a multidisciplinary team, experienced to support work 
sites in its overall. We are able to provide Project Management services for 
a specific desalination project: schedule follow up, licenses and permissions 
achievement, providers coordination…
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Plant design with AUTOCAD PLANT 3D©

In NORTH LINE, we assemble, erect and start up R.O. plants.

Supply and assembly works of: R.O. frames, low and high pressure pipelines, pressure vessels, hydro pumps 
and energy recovery systems…, among others, are developed in Spain at our headquarters. As soon as 
quality control and functionality tests are successfully passed, we prepare the equipment to be shipped to 
its final destination.

At final destination, erection works take place followed with start up and commissioning, all done by our 
own staff.

We can provide, as well, containerized mobile solutions, in small sizes.
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NORTH LINE develops its own activity in the whole cycle of a desalination project:


